OUR FACTORY

Our company, **BDM** is an established manufacturer and supplier of Air Separation Plants for Oxygen, Nitrogen, Argon and Acetylene gases used in applications which include *setting up of Gas Distribution business* for Medical - Industrial uses and *Process based plants* for Food & Beverages, Metallurgical Operations, Pharmaceutical Industry as well as Petrochemical Extractions & Refining processes.

**Our FACILITIES.**

BDM’s main Facility and Head office is located only 6 km away from the New Delhi International airport which makes it very convenient for a visit. Please see BDM’s state-of-the-art assembly units shown below.
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**PLANT QUALITY.**

We are a Quality conscious company & provide the best quality ‘A GRADE”’ products to our clients. Our products are manufactured under strict quality control and apply the EU DIRECTIVE MACHINERY DIRECTIVE 98/37/EC in conformity with the standards BS EN ISO 12100-1:2003, BS EN ISO 12100-2:2003, BS EN 1050:1996, EN 954:1997 & BS EN 983:1996 and American Society of Mechanical Engineers (A.S.M.E.).
CERTIFICATIONS

*BDM* in collaboration with *FELICE MANDRESSI ITALIA* has gained recognition and confidence by providing reliable gas plants with internationally approved quality Certifications which include European product quality acceptance from the world renowned CE

And, *SOCIÉTÉ GÉNÉRALE DE SURVEILLANCE (SGS)* with *ISO 9001:2000* from *GENEVA, SWITZERLAND*.

The organization has also increased its capacity and strength by collaborating with *CRYOFUSION* for Technical designs from *FELICE MANDRESSI* of Italy. Among other achievements, *BDM* has also established its status as a 100% E.O.U. (EXPORT ORIENTED UNIT) which is the highest recognition by the government of India for Private SME enterprises.

**PLANT INSPECTION & DELIVERY.**

We recommend all our customers to visit and carry out complete detailed inspection of the plant according to their respective contract prior to shipment and delivery. Our company assigns an engineer and a company executive to carry out the inspection smoothly for each customer’s satisfaction of Quality.

**SALES SUPPORT & SERVICE.**

We provide on-site as well as off-site services including plant erection, commissioning and training with all data, documentation and drawings. After-sales support will also be provided with complete technical back up and Spare Parts supply.
Our company is a leading manufacturer and supplier for oxygen and nitrogen plants, please find our location on Google maps. **WE ARE EASY TO LOCATE!**